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Abstract. WB show that Test-free Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL”) is less expressive th,an 
Propositional Dynamic Logic, i.e. we show that there is a formula of PDL using the caarditional 
program operator ? whit h is not equivalent to any formula of PDL using only the re,gular program 
operators concatenation, branchkg and iteration. Extensi’ons of the problem are discussed in t.he 
conclusion. 
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1. Introduction 

Propositional Dynamic L,oo&ic (PDL) is a programming meta-tanguage, i.e. a 
formal language for reasoning about structured programs. Using flowchart schemes 
as a model, PDL has program constructs for sequencing, nondeterminis,tic ISranch - 
ing, iteration and tests. The a,ddition of the conditional operator to the se:t of regular 
operators enables us to express while and if-then-else statements. But does the 
conditional c??nstruct really increase expressive power? 

In this paper, we show th’at YDL has more expressive power than PDL,” (PDL 
,without tests). Furthe,rmore, we note in Section 5 that the ability to nest condktionak 
increases expressive power with each additional level of nesting. 

Tcr show, that PDLo is less expressive than FlDk, our strategy is to exhibit a class 
of models (.QI ,,, 1 m>l in which no test-free formula is equivalent to a given formula z. 
The proof goes roughly as follows: 

(1) First we define the formula .z and the class of cyc!ic models (dm}. Then assum:: 
towards a contradiction that p is a formula in PDb equivalent to z. 
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(2) We reduce p to an equivalent formula p’ in a normal form to be described later. 
(3) We show that for any p’ in normal form, any ‘large enough’ model ~$2~ and 

for particular states WI:, w~.,_,~ in A$,,. p’ is satisfiable at wk in J&, il? 3’ is satisfiable 

al; Wk+m in &mu 
(4) This provides a contradiction since for similar m and 5 z is satisfiable at wk 

in J$,, but not at Wk+n, in A&. 
In the conclusion, we discuss extensions of the problem. 

2. Definitians and mab resulti 

We briefly define the synta and semantics of PDL and its restris:tion to PDLo. 
For- a mor>e complete discussion see [3]. 

Syn;aA of PDL 
Ths basic objects for FDL qre two sets of primitives: 
@L,: the basic formulas (propositional variables), 
&: the basic programs. 

P >grams and formulas are defined inductively: 
i(i) 0 (the null program) a;id basic programs are programs. 
(ii) If a and b are programs and p is a formula then cs ; 6, a TV b, p? and a * are 

programs. 
(iii) True, false, and basic formulas are formulas. 
(iv) If p and q are formul:~s and a is a program then p v q, -up and (alp are 

formulas. 
We let P, 6), R, . . . represent members of OO and A, El, C, . . . represent members 
&,. The letters p, q, r are reserved as metavariables for formulas, and a, b, c, . . . as 
metavariables for programs. 

Note that the programs #are called regular programs be?.tuse of their simillarity to 
regular expressions. Intuitively, we can make the correspondence: 

“a ;b” means “Begin a ;b end.” 
“a u b” means “Nondeterministically do u or A” 
“a *” means “Repeat u n times where n 3 0 is ch,osen 

non-deterministically.” 
“P?” mean:j “Test y and proceed only if true.” 
“(a,\p” means Lb .Icfter some execution of program 61, formula p is 

true.” 

Semantics of PDL 
A structure or st&whc,si;’ 

#:C&+.3*W~ 
model & of PD!, iis a triple ~4 = (IV”, n’*, pd) where 

and p ‘: : & -E 2 wdx wd, We extend 1~~ to all programs and nd to all 
formulas inductively as fol~llows: 
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p”‘W = 0, 

pa$2;b) = p”‘( j d opd(b) (composition of relations), 
pa’@ u 6) -p”‘(a) up&(b) (union of relations), 
~“(a*) = (p&(o))* (the reflexive and transitive closure of a re!ation),, 

P%?) = {(w, .w) I w E &P)I, 
7rd(true) = W.“, 
7rd (false) = 0, 
*“(p v 4) = w&(p) v w”(q), 
7rq 1p) = WJP - 8(p), 

*“((a)p)={w E Wd)30((w, vjGp”ltq a1.d 2’6 #qp))}. 

The superscripts may be dr,opped ~*:-,e.n the context A +ar. 
We write Sp, w I=p just in case w E (r&(p). ‘IVe say that 1~ and q are equivalent in a 

structure J#? (abbreviated p = q in .d) if for al w 5 W”, d, w !=p iff &?, w l=q. In 
addition, p and q are equivalent if they are equivalent in all structures. 

PDLO 
Let PDL be the rest.riction of PDL to test-free regular programs, i.e. programs 

which do not contain the symbol “?“. Note that in PDLo, every program is 
representable by an expression over & 

3. PDL modulo a famf!ly mf structures 

Our main result estab.!ir;hes that PDL has more expressive power than PDLo. 

M&B meorern. Let z be the PDL formula (((P?; A)*; lP?; A ; P?) true. There is no 
foirmula in PDL0 equivalent to 2. 

The full proof of this theorem will be given in Section 4, but we must first krtroduce 
the following family of structures: 

For m > 1, let 

Jgrn = (W”, 7Frnf $3”) 

W” = fWO9 - - - 9 WZrnl, 

pm(A) ={(w, wi+l)li =0, . . . ,2m - l]u{(~2~, wp)), 

pm(B) =0 for I3 c&-(A), 

p”(P)= W” -{Wm-I.9 WZm-19 W*mlr 

Tr”(Q) = W” for C?E @0-(P). 
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Observe that we have (see Fig. I) embedded in the structure &,, (where P ia, the 
propositional variable and p1 is the basic program referred to in the lnain theor<:m). 
It is clear that &,,, wa k z but dm, wm I# z. 

c AAA A AA AA 

wO-wI 
-. - .-C W& -wm_, -Wd-+wm+l 

P P P + P P P =+ -P 

Fig. I. 

Reductiorb Lemma 1. For any p E PDLo the is a p’ E PDLo s14c ? that p = p’ ~F:I J& 
for all m ;B 1 and the only basic program occurring in p’ is A. 

Prod. Let p’ result from I;’ by replacing all occurrences of B c, & - {A} by 0. Since 
~“(O)‘=$Y!?), t f 11 i o ows that n”“(p) = vtn (p’). Further, the only basic program 

occurring in p’ is A. 

Redwtionl Lemma 2. For anyp E PDLo in which the only bG sicprogram Txcurring is A, 
there is an equivalentp’ E PDLo such that the only subformc::las (a)q which occur in p’ 
have either a = A or ci! = (A n)* for some n 2 1. 

Proof. By hypothesis, in any subformula (a)q of p, a is a regular expression over 
{A}. Theorem 3.1.2 of [Lt] !itates that over a single symbol alphabet, the regular sets 
are precisely those which acre ultimately periodic. It follows tbat any regular set over 
{A} can be expressed in the form b u c(.A”)* for some n 2 I where b, c are star-free 
(possibly empty) expressions. Note that the empty string can be represented by 0”. 
For each hypothesized formula p, replace each subformula (a)q by the appropriate 
formula (b u c ;(A”)* > q and repeatedly use the following equivalences to eliminate 
U , ;, 8’: 

(i) (d u e)q = (d)q v (e)q, 
(ii) (d ;e)q = (d)(e)q, 
(iii) { 6*)q I= q, 
(iv) (B)q =fJse. 

Let p’ be the resultant formula. It is clear that any prollram occurring in p’ is either 
.4 or (A”)* for some n 2 1. Xote also that by construction, p E p’ in Jaz,. 

We now give some brief definitions: 
Define & to be the subset of formulas of PDLo in which the only programs 

occurring, are .A or (A”)* for y1 S, 1. 
Par formulas p E LA,,. let nA(p) be the n:umber of cccunences of (A}. 
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Jtemma 3. For any p E LA and integers m > 1, k 2 0 such that 2m + f is prime and 

dP).=m-k, 

.dm, Iv& l=p C -’ .&, wic+m l=p. (1) 

Proof. Intuitively, the states wk and wk +m can only be distinguished if they force 
evaluation of propositional P ,at wm and/or w zrn. However, the restrictions on k and 
m ensure that there are insufficient occurrences of (A) in p to force such an 
evaluation. In addition, application of ((A “)*) obliterates any distinction between 
Wk and W&+,,, by taking any state to any other state. 

We proceed by induction on 1 p 1. (Here IpI denotes the length cf p regarded as a 
string over the alphabet &u Go u {v, 1, (, ), *, u, ;, true, false}.) 

If IpI = 1 then p is a propositional variable or true or false and for 0~ k c m, 

Now assume (1) holds for 1 pi < n and consider I pI = n. In each of the following 
cases let m, k satisfy the conditions of (1) for p. 

Let p = -14. Clearly, Iqj < I pi and &4(p) = nA(q). By induction 

dm, w& kq e&m, Wk+m I= 4 

and s0 

Let p=qvr., t~A(q)sn~(p), n&)wA(p), Ic~~<~PI and 1++19 hence bY 
induction, 

It follcws immediately that. 

Let p = (A)+ @A(q) = ?zA(p) - 1 < m -(k + 1) ‘and 141 <l~rl hence by induction 
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But then, 

I,et p = ((A”)*)q. If (2m -t 1) 1 n then ($(rk, wi) E A” if itnd only if j = k. Hence 

drn, wk k((A”)*)q * drn, Wk kg, 

Since jq\< (pj the result fallows by indL:tion. If (2~ -t I>4 n then Once 2~1+ 1 is 
prime, 

G, II, 2n, 3n, . . . , (12m)n 

have all tkte (2~ + 1) diffewnt residues module (2m + 1). Hence, 

(!vk, Wj) E (A ‘I)* IEOr dI H’j E IV” 

and 

dm,, wk k ((A” )*>6j! * (3j)dm) h’j I= 4 

*> d,, wc+w H(A”)*)q. 

‘We now’ can prove the 

Fklaio Theorem. Let z be the PDL formula ((Y? ;A )*, +?,;A ;P I’)frue. There is no 

Cz-mula iri! P.DLo equivalent to .c. 

%%w& Suppose p E PDLo is equivalent to z. By Reduction Lemmas 1 and 2, there 
is a formula p’ E LA such that p = p! in Sa, for all m. Let k, m satisfy the conditions 
of Lemma 3, then 

I3ut this contradicts the o’bserwtion that 

.&,,I WOi=? and A$,,, w,F z. 

5. Coaclusic#ns and extea sions 

‘Ibe proof given in Secticlns l-4 actually shows that lPDL1 (PDL with at most one 
1~~1 of nesting of conditionals) is more expressive than PDL,o. This is a stronger 
result: than that PDL is more expressive than PDI.+ Generally, for 0 > 0, define 

PDL,+* = { p E PDL 1 if q? is a subprogram in p then q E l?DLI 
for some i S n}, 

PD:L< == u PDT,,. 
n 
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In addition, denote the statement “Language Lr is less expressive than i.anguaiie 
Lz”’ by Lr * L1. 

Having shown that PDLo -Z PDLl, it is natural to aslc whether for al1 rt 3 0, 
PDL, 4 PDL,+r e Using a distinguishing formula, cyclic model and proof techniqulzs 
which generalize the formula z, model J%?~ and proof techniques in our original report 
[1], Peterson [5] and Berman [2] independently showed that for any n 20, 
PDL, * PDL,+r. Pie briefly outline the argument given in [2]. 

(1) First define a formula zn+l in PDL,+l and a class of cyclic models 

k%tl”,mn_ll...,~ = da). Assume towards a contradiction that p is a formula in PM,, 
equivalent to zn + 1 1 

(2) Reduce p toi a; formula p’ in normal form. As before p and up’ will be equival:nt 
in each dti with WZ~ > 1 for 0 G i s n. 

(3) Show that for any p’ in normal form, and “large enou.gh” model dfi :;tnd 
particular states w,,,~, and ~~,k,+~,, p’ is satisfia.ble at w,,,k, in .&‘& iff p’ is satisfkble 

at h,k,+m, in d&. 

(4) This providYh, 1’6; a contradiction since for similar fi and & z,+l is satisfiable a’/; 
W H.:;, in J& but not at Wn,k,+mn in J&. 

The formula z,,+~ is based on 3ur formula z and defined recursively: 

z1 = (&; (P?;Ao)*; TP?;AA;P?) true, 

Zn+ll ==(i4~~; (z,?;A~~*;Iz,?;A,;z,) true. 

The cyclic model & consists of a sequence of copies o.f our model &,,. Each otate 
at level i + 1 goes to either state wi,l or state w~,~,+x at level i. For example, the model 
.G&,~ can be embedded in Fig. 2. lvfore formally, dfi = ( W, IT, p) where 

w ==.:Wo,o, . . . , Wo,2mo-1, M’1.0, l l * , WI 2rnl--1, * . * , wn.0, * . . 9 W,t,2m,-lh 

p(Ai! = {(Wi,j, W~J+I )~O~j~:!~i-I) 

u I( Wi*2mi9 wi,Oll 

U{twl+l,j, w&l) jj f ~Q-t1_2,2mi+* -2 or 2mi+i - 1) 

u{(w~+I,~, ~i,m~+~)}lj=~i+i-2,2mi+l-2. and 2mi+l--l} 

for O=SiiEn, 

p(b)=QJ forb#Ao,.,..,A,, 

27(P) = w - {wo.m&, WO”2rncr-2, 1Y0,2mo-1 I I 

I?(Q) = W for Q E &-{P}. 

F’or any state wi,jg i refers to the $h level or cycle and j refers to the jth location 
within that cycle. 

Essentially, PDL, * PDL,,l is proved by showing that states at any te:vel can 
oaly be distingttished by formulas which trace a path in the model to the b&to&% 
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Fig. 2. 

level (where states can be distinguished propositional:y). ‘To distinguish states at the 
top level, such formulas must have test depth at least n + 1. Formlylas with any 
smaller test depth cannot trace down deep enough in the model. For furtlher details, 
we refer the reader to [2) or [S]. 
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